BE AN 11

Dedicated to Helping Sudents & Athletes Succeed Since 1976

PRE-SEMINAR INSTRUCTIONS
1. HAND OUT THE BE AN ELEVEN GUIDEBOOKS.
The student/athlete should pay something for their Guidebook. As they pay, a coach should personally hand them a Guidebook. They should be
instructed to read through it before the Seminar. They should read through all of the questions asked in the outside margins of the Guidebook. An 11
student would come to the Seminar prepared to discuss items within the Guidebook. If you do not have enough Guidebooks, or think you will run out,
call and order extras, you can order them at anytime.
To help with attendance, you can ask each person “Do you have your Guidebook yet?” As kids see others with their Guidebooks, they will want to get
one of their own.

2. TELL ATTENDEES TO FILL OUT PAGES 18 - 21
These should be filled out to the best of their abilities and as completely as possible. Sample of the pages are included
GETTING
STARTED

EDUCATION DREAMS AND GOALS

would be an example to others and try to help others stay away from
negative behavior. Striving to become a true Eleven will be the hardest
thing you will ever do. It will take great courage. Are you willing?
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DREAMS AND GOALS

You have
the right to
choose to do
anything

The following are several lists to help you establish your dreams and
goals. These dreams and goals will give you direction in life. If you do not
have goals, then your commitment to Be an 11 will be weak. Give serious
thought to your goals.
Please complete as many areas as possible. Use a pencil! Circle the box if
it is a dream or check the box if it has become a goal. (Note: A dream is
a vision of what you want and a goal is the plan or process in achieving a
dream.) Additional spaces are provided for other dreams and goals that you
have. You can turn dreams into goals if you have an organized plan. Once
you have read the Be an 11 Guidebook for Success carefully to the end,
come back and fill out this dreams and goals list again. It will be interesting
to see if you make some changes. Do it again in one year. (Note: Team
goals for athletics should be done as a team. These pages are for you
personally.)

Learn a foreign language(s)
On the ACT or SAT get a score of__________
Get accepted to this college___________
Get technical or specialized training in___________
Get a bachelor’s degree in___________
Get a master’s degree in___________
Get a doctorate in__________

List other educational goals:
Travel Dreams and Goals
q Visit 25 states

q See 5 countries
q Go up the Amazon q See these National Monuments:

List other travel dreams:
List other travel goals:

FAMILY DREAMS AND GOALS
q Get married
q Put family first

List other family dreams:
List other family goals:

Dr. Greg Shepard

Not failure, but
low aim is a crime.
J.R. Lowell
J.R. Lowell
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The following are four examples of how people, places and things can
steal your dreams or keep your dreams alive:

Feed an alligator
Climb a high mountain
Learn to scuba dive
See Dave Letterman live

List other wild and crazy dreams
and goals:

MARK SHEPARD: at age 16, on the famous
bridge on the 18th hole at the Old Course in St.
Andrews, Scotland. The Royal and Ancient Golf

PLACES. There are two kinds of places: some places create a wonderful,
positive atmosphere while other places create a negative environment.
An Eleven who is trying to become better and achieve dreams and goals
must be able to distinguish between a Dream Keeper place and a Dream
Stealer place. Again, you must choose wisely. A party with lots of drinking
and drugs is a Dream Stealer place. Being alone in a car in a remote place

List other career dreams:
List other career goals:
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Parachute out of a plane
Video a Komodo dragon

If you have worthy dreams and goals, you must constantly be aware of
the Dream Stealers. For example, a person who says that one drink won’t
hurt you is a Dream Stealer. People who are engaged in illegal or gang
activities are Dream Stealers. Stay away from the Dream Stealers. Associate
with people who will help you keep your dreams alive.

Forces
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THINGS. There are two kinds of things: things that help you keep your
dream alive and those things that can steal your dream. Many things can,
at times, be Dream Keepers and yet, at other times, be Dream Stealers. A
Dream Stealer thing will create a negative situation. The Internet can be
a great thing or a negative thing. For example, the Internet can help you
keep your dream alive or it can be a Dream Stealer. You must choose
wisely.

between being Dream Keepers and being Dream Stealers. An Eleven
would always strive to be a Dream Keeper. A Dream Stealer is someone
who tries to get another person to engage in non-positive or even negative
behavior.

q Become a president/CEO
q Start your own business

List other hobby goals:

Have some fun with this section. It
is amazing how many things you
will be able to do if you will just
write them down. Being an Eleven
is also about living a rewarding,
exciting and fun-filled life.

List other dreams and goals you
have

q Learn a trade
q Work in management q Own real estate
q Become a millionaire q Enter the medical field q Join the Armed

q Play in a band
q Act in a school play
q Learn all about plants and keep a garden

List other hobby dreams:

on a date can be a serious Dream Stealer place for both a guy and a girl.
Elevens would never knowingly put themselves in places that could steal
their dreams.

WILD AND CRAZY
DREAMS AND GOALS

Mark had
Club is in the background.
a travel
dream to
DREAM KEEPERS AND DREAM STEALERS
play at the The people you associate with, the places you go and the things you do
Old Course in can either help or hinder you from fulfilling your dreams. The more you
St. Andrews, associate yourself with Dream Keepers, the easier it will be to accomplish
Scotland.
your goals and dreams; however, the more Dream Stealers you associate
Mark's dream with, the more distractions you will be faced with. This section will help
came true as you recognize the Dream Keepers in your life.
you can see
PEOPLE. There are two kinds of people: those who help you keep your
in the photo. dream
alive and those who steal your dream. People sometimes alternate

CAREER DREAMS AND GOALS

HOBBIES AND ACTIVITIES DREAMS AND GOALS
q Sing in a choir
q Write a novel

One year,
my son Mark
and I decided
to learn
the game
of bridge.
We then
played in a
tournament
and did well.
Mark was
the only
teenager
present.
He thought,
"This was
pretty cool."

q Have children
q Own a home
q Give hugs every day q Get hugs every day

List other athletic goals:

The probability
that we may fail in
the struggle ought
not to deter us
from the support
of a cause we
believe to be just.
Abraham
Lincoln

I hope I shall
always possess
firmness and
virtue enough to
maintain what I
consider the most
enviable of all
titles, the character
of an
"Honest Man."
George
Washington

No man was ever
wise by chance
Seneca

Get an associate’s degree in___________

List other educational dreams:

During the 2003
football season,
Florida State QB,
Chris Rix parked
in a handicapped
ATHLETIC DREAMS AND GOALS
space.
q State champs
q Undefeated
q Best in school history
He paid a $100 fine
and Coach Bowden
q All-State
q All-Conference
q Varsity starter
had him run extra
q Letter winner
for a week. But
I would like to set records in the following exercises:
Rix didn't learn.
The next week
q Bench _____________ pounds
q Clean _____________ pounds
he parked in a
q Squat ______________ pounds
q Deadlift __________ pounds
q Vertical Jump ________ inches
q S.L.J. ______________Feet
space reserved for
q Dot Drill ___________ seconds
q 40-Yard Dash _______ seconds
patients and payed
List other athletic dreams:
a $20 fine.
What do you think

GETTING
STARTED

GETTING
STARTED

Earn a GPA of___________
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CASE 1: A 16-year-old girl was drugged with the date rape drug GHB.
Physicians found themselves unable to insert a breathing tube down her
throat because her tongue stud blocked the instrument. “One doctor got to
the point where he said if you have to rip her tongue out, just do it,” said
Shari Welch, an emergency room doctor who has witnessed three serious
complications—including one death—during the last 18 months due to this
kind of popular jewelry. “In any situation like this, seconds count.” The
girl was on a respirator for 13 hours after physicians were finally able to
maneuver the tube past the stud.
CASE 2: Dan Osborne believed what others told him, "Don't take risks, play
it safe." So he spent nine years as a surgical technician. Then along came
surgeon John Massey. Says Osborne, "Dr. Massey was the first one to tell
me I was smart." Then Dr. Massey offered to send Osborne to college in
exchange for a promise that he would donate 10% of his time or future
income to medical mission work.

GETTING
STARTED

The more
Dream
Stealers you
associate
with, the
more
distractions
you will be
faced with.

You have to believe
in happiness or
happiness never
comes.
Douglas Malloch

Osborne quit his job and went to college. He just graduated with a Ph.D.
from the University of Memphis. It was there he discovered teaching and
says, "I was the last person to realize what I should be doing." Osborne
plans to put his 10% payback into the Mobile Medical Mission Hospital.

CASE 3: One 19-year-old college student had pierced jewelry in his private
parts. During a car accident, the ring shredded his urethra. Said his doctor,
“He is probably going to have problems the rest of his life, possibly even
fertility problems.”

CASE 4: A 20-year-old man, who has just about every part of his body
pierced, has suffered infections in nearly all of them. “They just start
getting all filled up with pus,” he said. “But I’ll probably try it again
because girls like it.”
WHAT HAPPENED? The girl partied at a negative place where Dream Stealers
gave her GHB. Then her tongue stud (a Dream Stealer thing) almost killed
her. In Case 2, Dr. Massey was a wonderful Dream Keeper person while
Osborne realized his potential by going to college (Dream Keeper place)
and received his advanced degree (Dream Keeper thing) In Cases 3 and
4, the other young men with “jewelry” all paid a tremendous price. The
dream of having a family might be gone for one of them. Girls who are
Dream Keepers would encourage the pus-infected young man to remove
his jewelry. Girls who are Dream Stealers will continue to urge this
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3. TELL EVERYONE ABOUT THE FOLLOWING THREE WAYS THEY CAN EARN PRIZES:
A. A Prize to whoever can say thank you or hello in five foreign languages. This info is in the Guidebook.
B. Prizes to those who can find current news articles of both positive and negative examples of dream stealer/keeper people, places and
things.

C. Prizes to those who can give examples of sports figures, celebrities, friends or family members who have made changes in their lives to
become an 11 more of the time.

4. SECURE THE GYM OR BETTER YET THE AUDITORIUM FOR YOUR SEMINAR.
A. Invite parents, administrators and/or community members. There is no charge for the adults in attendance, but you may want to give
or offer to the adults a Guidebook for a small fee.

B. Make sure to have a projector and screen. A wireless hand-held microphone would be ideal to have on hand. A sound system for
inspirational movies to be played.

C. Have immediately available during the seminar, all of the materials that you have received from BFS including: T-shirts, BFS
Magazines, “Dream…” novel and 8.5 x 11 cards.

Everyone should bring a pencil and their Guidebook to the seminar.
D. Video taping is allowed and you might want a photographer to take photos. The photos you take may be used in a future BFS
Magazine in addition to your own personal use.
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